eighteen appeared. This was the most interesting of all the events, and many very close heats were run.


French and Lord ran a very close race for first place.


Fifth heat—Carrier, '95, first, Abbot, '93, second, Geiger, '95, third. Time, 5 sec.

Sixth heat—Stanwood, '93, first, Jackson, '95, second, Dorman, '93, third. Time, 44 sec.

The seconds in these first six heats now ran for a place in the semi-finals.

Lord, '93, received first in an exciting heat with Boyd, '93, and Kales, '92. Time, 44 sec.

Dorman, '93, got first place in a heat with Abbot, '93, and Varney, '94.

Semi-finals. The semi-finals were run in two heats within a heat.

First heat—Lord, '93, first, Lawson, '95, second. The other two contestants were French, '92, Carrier, '95. Time, 44 sec.

Second heat—Dove won first, and Andrews second. Dorman and Stanwood were the other contestants.

Finals. In the finals Dove and Lord ran a very close race for first place. Following is the order of the finish: Dove, '95, Lord, '93, Andrews, '93, Lawson, '95. Time, 44 sec.

The next event was the 35-yard hurdle, in which eleven men out of the twenty-one who entered answered to the call. Next to the dash, this was perhaps the most interesting contest. Boyd, '93, who took first place, scarcely expected to win, though he well deserved it as he takes the hurdles very neatly.

Preliminary heats. First heat—Andrews, '93, Abbot, '93, and Speer, '93. Time, 54 sec. (The men are named in the order of finish.)


Third heat—Clafin, '95, and Dorman, '93. Time, 52 sec.

Fourth heat—Lord, '93, Boyd, '93, and Carrier, '95. Time, 52 sec. The seconds in these four heats then contested for a place in the semi-finals. Stanwood won from Abbot, and Boyd easily beat Dorman.


Second heat—Boyd, first, Clafin, second, and Lord, third. Time, 53 sec. The seconds in these two heats then tried for a place in the finals. Stanwood was beaten by Clafin.


The fourth event was the running high jump, in which Heywood, '93, Speer, '93, and Clafin, '95, were entered. Speer dropped out at 5 ft. 1 in. and Clafin at 5 ft. 2 in. Heywood then cleared 5 ft. 3 in. without trying to go higher. He was awarded first place, Clafin second and Speer third. The event was not a very interesting one, and attracted but little attention. The fifth event, that of putting the shot (16 pounds), occurred at the same time as the above. Manley, '92, won first place. Distance, 32.6 ft. Batcheller, '94, obtained second place, with a distance of 28.2 ft., and Parker, '95, third, with a distance of 27.1 ft.

In the standing high jump there were four contestants, Heywood, '93, Stose, '93, Varney, '94, and Gilman, '95. Varney dropped out at 4 ft. 3 in. The three remaining failed at 4 ft. 7 in. and the rod was lowered to 4 ft. 6 in. in which Stose failed to clear. Gilman failed at 4 ft. 7 in., while Heywood cleared it and was awarded first place.

The rope climbing was quite interesting,